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A(I)DA OVERTON WALKER

A(i)da Overton Walker
Author, dancer, choreographer, and dance director
for vaudeville and Broadway shows

The Queen of the Cake Walk
Aida (née Ada) Overton Walker choreographed
the Cake Walk, crafting it specifically for the
demographics of each audience. Her expertise
in the dance was highly valued at salons,
parties and large gatherings. Overton Walker
was titled “Queen of the Cake Walk” and
taught the Cake Walk as a social dance to
black and white elites, including the Royal Family in England.

Salome
Author
Overton Walker was dedicated to racial
uplift. To that end, she wrote several
articles to address negative stereotypes
about females on stage, black performers
on stage, and black females on stage.

Overton Walker was the first
black dancer to perform Salome
and “The Dance of the Seven
Veils.” She navigated
choreography, costuming and
performance of the historically
provocative dance as a further
vehicle to forward her activist
agendas.

Male Impersonator
Overton Walker performed male characters in shows, and took over
for her husband, George Walker, when her husband became ill with
syphilis, so that the iconic duo “Williams and Walker” could continue
to tour.

A(I)DA OVERTON WALKER: BRIEF PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The primary goal of my research is development of a twenty to thirty-minute concert jazz dance work that
illuminates the ways in which black performers--on vaudeville and Broadway stages—utilized dance,
choreography and writing to address race and gender inequities in the late 19th through early 20th centuries.
The study focuses on A(i)da Overton Walker, wife of George Walker and the third member of “Williams And
Walker”. How did Overton Walker’s use of dance, choreography and newspaper articles forward her activism
in “racial uplift” and the reconstruction of how female performers, black performers, and black female
performers were seen and understood? Vernacular jazz dance of the period will be used as a foundation for
innovation and fusion with my own interpretive jazz dance voice to connect issues from c1890 - 1915 to
understandings of how these issues resonate today.
The proposed research will expand on my course writing for History of Broadway Dance, previous creative
research, jazz dance pedagogy and jazz dance workshops presented nationally.
Benefits of Research to the Dance Department, Rutgers Arts Online and Mason Gross School of the Arts:
Continuing events surrounding race and gender in our current sociopolitical climate have resulted in an
expanded and more urgent need to redress the marginalization of “minority” contributions to America’s
national identity. Jazz dance is uniquely situated to spotlight inequities in high vs. low art (often Euro-centric
vs. “other”) and to allow for conversations about race, gender and who is invisibilized when time, space and
resources are organized around a structure that foundationally prioritizes whiteness. This creative research
will add gravitas to jazz dance in the department and to discussions about its benefits as a genre of study.
In addition, this project contributes to my knowledge in the field of History of Broadway Dance, to my
reputation and a strong and active jazz dance educator, and to possibilities for publication of research
findings.

ARTISTIC INQUIRY
•
•
•
•
•

Vernacular Jazz of the 1890s - 1910s [Note: “jazz” as a term came in connection to the development of
jazz music in the very late 1910s.]
Movement Exploration, including improvisation, phrase work, fusion of early “pre-jazz” dance and
Broadway dance with current perceptions and interpretations of historical frameworks.
Inspiration vs. appropriation in historical reconstruction/embodiment
“Racial uplift” in the late 19th – early 20th centuries and connections to current sociocultural
understandings
Gender performance

JAZZ DANCE RESEARCH
My creative research began as an effort to bring forward for dancers the Africanist origins of jazz dance and
the black jazz artists who have contributed so richly to the genre. Detailed below are vernacular-based jazz
dance works that relate to the proposed project. My long-term goals include a fully produced, evening-length
concert to present eat Crow, Hot Miss Lil and the work of this proposed project: When A(i)da Moves: Ada
Overton Walker’s Currency (working title).

JAZZ DANCE CHOREOGRAPHY – SAMPLE WORKS
TITLE OF WORK:
eat Crow
CHOREOGRAPHER:
Barbara Angeline
MUSIC:
“Bandanna Days” from Shuffle Along, written by Eubie Blake and Noble Sissle Instrumental arrangement
performed by Sidney Bechet
“Then I’ll Be Happy,” written by Lew Brown, Cliff Friend, Sidney Clare Instrumental arrangement
performed by Nelson Riddle
Male solo: “East St. Louis Toodle-Oo,” written by Duke Ellington and James “Bubber” Miley
Restaging with female solo: “Blue Bar,” by Roger Rogers and His Orchestra
“I Found a New Baby,” written by Spencer Williams and Jack Palmer
Instrumental arrangement performed by Aurora Nealand & The Royal Roses

DOCUMENTARY SHORT: https://youtu.be/Qu2dl4uIqXU
LINK TO WORK: https://youtu.be/cqcDczUb8rs
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
eat Crow explores the relative idea of "freedom" in the 1920s, through the eyes and
inspiration of Josephine Baker. This historical collaboration with iconic Baker and 1920s
jazz dance illuminates the kinesthetic and social experiences of black and white chorus
dancers of that era.

In Harlem dance clubs, all-black revues and all- black
Broadway shows--such as the ground- breaking
Shuffle Along--black dancers had loose, wildly sensual,
unrestricted "Freedom of Body" but severely limited
space to advance in the world.

On Broadway stages and off, white dancers had
literal and figurative "Freedom of World" but were
relatively restrained in body movement, even in the
"Roaring 20s".

These examinations of body and space
are used as a structure to frame the
exploration of Josephine Baker's wild
exhibitionism; her unpredictable mix of
sensuality, comedy and loose- limbed
dance; her unquenchable quest for love
and the "home" that she found in the
amusement, adoration and attention of
black and white audiences.

Performances:
2014 - Premiere developed for and performed by
undergraduate students at Hofstra University
Costume Design: Meredith Van Scoy

Hysterika Jazz Dance
2016 – Restaged with new music and female solo
for NY Jazz Choreography Project at the Salvatore
Capezio Theater, New York, NY.
2020 – Jazz Choreography Enterprises “Replay” (Virtual)
Costume Design: Meredith Van Scoy and Barbara Angeline (solo costume)

Eat Crow, Hysterika Jazz Dance Performances (cont.):
2017 – Solo performed by Barbara Angeline for Celebrating Black Excellence at the
National Black Theatre, Harlem, NY
Costume Design:
Barbara Angeline

TITLE OF WORK:
Doin’ My Jazz
CHOREOGRAPHER:
Barbara Angeline
COMPANY:
Hysterika Jazz Dance

MUSIC:
“I Do Just What I Want”
Written and performed by James Brown
LINK TO WORK:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjTMRbcaxs
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
Many times, when I choreograph, I have an iconic performer or choreographer or time
period that I'm excited to explore. So, I research, research, research for weeks-- even
months--as the start of my process. Doin' My Jazz was the opposite for me. I wanted to
do a new work, and I needed to groove, loosen up and shake off winter! James Brown's
"And I Do Just What I Want" is a song that I've used for years to get my jazz dance artists
moving in ways that are loose, groovy, free and brave. I closed myself for hours in a
dance studio with the music, and Doin' My Jazz flew out of my body! Though I wasn't
focused on particular themes or moves, 1960s vernacular jazz and James Brown's iconic
shaky legs infused themselves on my movements. I've never had an experience
choreographing that spontaneously! Later, I refined moments and referred back to James
Brown videos to accomplish a more tributary version of his free, expressive, energetic leg
and foot actions. Doin' My Jazz is a self- portrait of my soul's calling out to me to do my
thing.

PERFORMANCES: Hysterika Jazz Dance
2018 – Premiered at Artists in Flight Choreographer Showcase; New York, NY
Soloist: Nayaa Opong-Nyantekyi
2018 – New York Jazz Choreography Project Salvatore
Capezio Theater, New York, NY
Soloist: Imani Shivers
2019 – Steffi Nossen Choreography Showcase Emelin
Theatre, Mamaroneck, NY.
Soloist: Nayaa Opong-Nyantekyi (with permission from
Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Co.)

TITLE OF WORK:
Hot Miss Lil’
CHOREOGRAPHER:
Barbara Angeline

MUSIC:
“Clip Joint,” written by Lil Hardin Armstrong
Performed by Lil Hardin Armstrong and Her
Orchestra
“Born to Swing,” written by Lil Hardin Armstrong
Performed by Lil Hardin Armstrong

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
Hot Miss Lil’ is inspired by 1930s jazz dance and music. It incorporates the music and life
story of Lil Hardin Armstrong, a jazz composer, band leader, singer and virtuosic jazz
pianist, who excelled in the music industry for almost 5 decades but whose historical
reputation was and is largely overshadowed by the fame of her husband, Louis.
PERFORMANCE:
(2018) Developed
for dancers at
Raritan Valley
Community College.

